2010 Undergraduate Student Government
Election Results – The Ohio State University

Total Valid Undergraduate Votes Cast – 7,583

PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT TEAMS
Micah Kamrass/Brad Pyle – 4,159
Jordan Davis/Ashley Sinram – 3,127

COLLEGE SENATORS
College of the Arts (1)
Katie Howard - 198

College of Biological Sciences (2)
Kevin Smidt - 391
dheeraj Duggineni - 322
Taif Mukhdomi - 231

College of Business (3)
Jaime Gusching - 485
Spencer Schaffer - 475
Austin Hutchison - 444
Shannon Buckner - 443
Kyle Pacelli - 437
Yi Shan - 406

College of Education and Human Ecology (2)
TJ Hosa - 283
Tessa Reinhard - 239

College of Engineering (3)
Laura Christobek - 547
Jen Flis - 546
Mike Farinacci - 504
Chris Schneider - 381
Kurt Gildenmeister - 329
Mark Mulka - 292

USAS/Exploration (1)
Judy Reu - 327

College of Food, Agricultural and Environmental Sciences (1)
Dustin Homan - 245

College of Humanities (2)
Andrew Mikac - 320
Sydney Schmitt - 296

College of Math and Physical Sciences (1)
Radhika Kedia - 113
Nan Su - 82
Brian Swaney - 51

College of Medicine and Public Health (1)
Mike Mbagwu - 191

College of Nursing (1)
Keely Ingram - 111

College of Pharmacy (1)
Saul Pandey - 65

College of Social and Behavioral Sciences (4)
Tim Collins - 513
Jake Bruner - 489
Niraj Antani - 488
Nathan McCullough - 469
Mal Mrozek - 437
Adam Wagner - 423
Josh Westfall - 399
Max Novess - 346
Chris Rieser - 240

College of Social Work (1)
Brandee Nemire - 32
Brooke Elliott - 20

Interdisciplinary Studies (1)
Mason Liles - 31
Lindsay Stallings - 26

LIVING AREA SENATORS ON FOLLOWING PAGE
LIVING AREA SENATORS
Commuter Students (2)
Caroline Holmes - 194
Andrew Ferguson - 142
Mohamad Haykal - 136
Sierra Zwilling - 102

North Campus Living Area (2)
Sean Fitzpatrick - 498
Jessica Wurster - 468
Mike DePauw - 461
Alyssa Roberts - 452

Off-Campus Living Area (5)
Emily DeDonato – 1,308
Brett McFarland – 1,280
Gabby Stanley – 1,230
Natalie O’Connell – 1,219
Amanda Tomack – 1,189
Michael Cata – 1,169
Zane Roelen – 1,105
Drew Ayers – 1,051
Kevin Flynn – 1,025
Wade Coffman – 931

South Campus Living Area (4)
Nick Messenger - 850
James DeFrance - 745
Andrew Tichenor - 715
Jasmine Perkins - 645
Steven Redd - 540

West Campus Living Area (1)
Kelsey Shoub - 373

Marion Campus Emissary (1)
Mark Brahm - 26

Newark Campus Emissary (1)*
Lindsey English
Dan Miller

*Due to an error on the Newark Emissary ballot that occurred for a limited time during polling, affected voters have been given until Monday, April 19 at 12:00pm to recast their votes, if they choose. Results for this seat will be available by 1:00pm on Monday, April 19.
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